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A simple guide to unlocking secrets in your hands.

NEW EDITION

Palmistry
Revealed

www.paulfentonsmith.com

Palmistry Revealed
A guide to reading the map of your life.

The ancient secrets of palmistry are fi nally accessible. This book contains 
captivating photographs with descriptive real life examples from almost 
40 years of hand analysis. Paul Fenton-Smith o� ers a clear, uncomplicated 
guide for people who want to discover what their future holds. 

Each person’s hands are unique. They reveal future opportunities and 
indicate how past choices infl uenced life directions. These exclusive maps 
imprinted on our palms can help us identify paths towards suitable and 
meaningful work, good health and happy friendships. They also indicate 
what types of partners are compatible for fulfi lling love relationships. 
Personal insight is valuable for a successful life.

This palmistry classic has been revised and expanded to include over 200 
illustrations and photographs to clarify each step. It also contains an A-Z of 
health issues. Palmistry Revealed:

• shows how to unravel profound secrets in your hands.
• reveals character traits, inherited gifts, career talents and health issues.
• o� ers a clear, step-by-step method to date major events in your life by 
examining the Life line.
• details major and minor lines, including the Fate line for career 
opportunities, the Sun line for creative success plus Relationship lines.
• describes how to give straightforward palm readings and more in-
depth interpretations with practice.

Paul Fenton-Smith is the author of ten books and has studied hand 
analysis since 1978. Paul Founded the Academy of Psychic Sciences in Sydney 
in 1985 where he teaches palmistry, tarot reading and intuitive development. 
He also has a busy private practice in Sydney as a counsellor, clairvoyant and 
clinical hypnotherapist.


